All-welded and riveted lockers

Solidly built to deliver years of reliable service.

The superior design of Lyon All-Welded and Riveted lockers offer two high quality solutions to locker abuse and break-ins.

Each design can withstand extensive use with the following features:

- **A** Zamak 3 zinc alloy latch finger - for up to four times the tensile strength than nylon
- **B** Unified, rigid door frame structure with overlapped welding on vertical and horizontal members
- **C** Full loop design included with standard hinges installed through the door, providing better alignment and more strength than butt-type hinges
- **D** Three latch points on single tier doors and two on double and triple tier doors
- **E** Secure Multipoint Locking System
- **F** Door frames include integrated, full height 16-gauge door strikes to reinforce door edges
- **G** Soft rubber bumpers at door jamb locations to cushion door slams

Contact Lyon for additional options

Riveted Lockers - Easier Assembly and Convenient Replacement

Lyon’s factory-installed Riveted design may save an average of 20% due to decreased labor cost with easier assembly and convenient replacement of damaged sections. Riveted design provides a sleek aesthetic with a clean paint surface and low-profile, drilled-in rivets in place of welding.

Learn more at lyonworkspace.com or call Customer Service at 800-323-0082